In conventional inspection methods using ultrasonic sensors, the detection was performed by viewing the sensor's output with bare eyes, hence these methods had a low reliability. Also, the conventional methods often failed to detect multiple numbers of reflecting planes (such as cracks) which reside close to each other in the direction of depth. This is because the reflected waves from these planes are often overlapped, adding to that the reflected signal has a spindle oscillatory shape.
Introduction
Accidents due to the flaking-off of concrete have occurred in Japan and in other parts of the world.Hence it is necessary to develop inspection methods that provide accurate insight into the condition of the concrete structures to prevent disasters.With this objective,many nondestructive inspection methods have been developed until now.Limiting the objective to concrete structures,various methods have been developed such as the acoustic impact method(or the hammering test),(old)electromagnetic wave radar test,infrared thermography method and ultrasonic pulse echo method,etc.
However,to our regret,these methods have low reliabilities.1)3).But,despite of the low reliability,the ultrasonic sensors have many advantages as being lightweight, easy to use,having high inspection depth and harmless toward humans.In the conventional methods using ultrasonic,inspection was usually performed by viewing the electrical sensor output(A-mode image)with bare eyes, and thus the method was not effective.
From the viewpoint,the authors have developed a simple and effective inspection method with the ultrasonic sensor for detecting a single crack mainly in concrete structures 4).The method uses a multi-reflected wave model of the sensor output to effectively detect a single concrete crack.
The present paper proposes a method to detect multiple numbers of reflecting planes simultaneously with an ultrasonic sensor.By the reflecting planes,we mean,for example,the interfaces and/or boundaries of different materials,and multiple numbers of cracks inside concrete.In the method,the output of the sensor is modeled using the signal propagation model 4)and the propagation times of the reflected waves are obtained using a pattern matching between the received and the predicted waves.Furthermore,the paper develops an optimization method which we call the periodic search,to reduce the computation time significantly for a real time detection.Lastly,the effectiveness of the proposed method will be confirmed with experiments. The ultrasonic sensor transduces an electrical input signal to a mechanical stress wave(by the transmitter)and also does the opposite(by the receiver).In some applications,the same sensor acts as both the transmitter and the receiver.Anyway,each of the transmitter and the receiver can be modeled as a second order damped oscillatory system.Thus,the electrical output of the sensor is the output of a fourth order damped oscillatory system 4).
*Graduate
School of Science and Engineering ,Yamaguchi University,2-16-1Tokiwadai,Ube Since the electric input to the sensor is an impulse,the sensor output is thus the impulse response of a fourth order damped oscillatory system and has an oscillatory waveform with a spindle shaped envelope.The impulse response is a characteristic of the ultrasonic sensor and we call this the fundamental reflected wave4)'5). At a reflecting plane inside the concrete(such as a crack or an interface with another material),reflection and transmission of the ultrasonic wave occur,and the amount of reflection and transmission depend on the acoustic impedances of concrete and the other material forming the interface(in the case of a crack,the impedance of the air or water inside the crack).The ultrasonic signal reflected from the plane returns back to the surface (i.e.the sensor-concrete interface)after a propagation time T.The sensor-concrete interface acts as another reflecting plane and the returned signal reflects from the interface.After the reflection,the reflected wave travels back towards the inside of the concrete,where the wave is reflected again.In this way,multiple reflections occur between the reflecting plane and the surface.The reflected waves are time shifted and attenuated versions of the fundamental reflected wave and the sensor output for reflections from one reflecting plane can be expressed
Here,ro(t)is the fundamental reflected wave,which is obtained a priori from experiment,T is the propagation Fig.3(a) . Fig.3(b) and Fig.3(c) show the simulated sensor outputs for the two cases. Fig.4(a) shows the pattern matching angle between the sensor output and the fundamental reflected wave plotted against the propagation time for the one plane case.The peak to peak difference from left to right take into account of a periodic search.
Periodic Search
The where c'=c2/c1.The angle between the waveform ri(t) and the portion of the first reflected waves of the sensor output r(t),say r1(t),is the same as the angle between
We also note that the angle is close to the angle between r1'(t)and r(t),because the attenuation coefficients are small in general.
The parameter c'can now be approximately(but analytically)obtained using the least square method as shown in the appendix6).So,the optimization is performed with respect to the two parameters T1and T2while the parameter c'is obtained analytically for any given values of the parameters T1and T2.The steps are now described in detail below.
Step1:Finding a Local Minimum:The procedure for the first step of the periodic search is shown in Fig.6using a flowchart.In this step,the goal is to find the propagation times T1and T2corresponding to any one local minimum.For this purpose,we start with arbitrarily selected initial values of the unknown parameters The sensor output is modeled using the first reflected wave model(Eq. (7)),and the pattern matching angle between the modeled output r1'(t)and the actual sensor output r(t)is evaluated.The parameter c'is calculated analytically for a given set of the values of T1and T2(see Step2:Primary Estimate of the Optimal Propagation Times:The procedure is shown in Fig.7with a flowchart.In this step,the goal is to find the propagation times corresponding to the global minimum.The global minimum is searched by searching the local minima only.In the step,the first reflected wave model r1'(t) performed around the mere local region of the primary estimates.Moreover,the optimization is now performed with respect to all the four parameters T1,T2,p1 and p2.
From this step,the optimal values of the parameters are found as T*1,T*2,p*1 and p*2.The coefficient c is again calculated analytically as shown in the appendix.
5.Experiment
Experiment Setup
To demonstrate the validity of our method,we experimented.Because it was difficult to find or make a test piece with two real cracks,we chose a wall with concretemortar composition as our specimen. Fig.8 shows the cross section of the wall with its dimensions and the sensor positions from a top view.Data were taken at six points marked A1 to A6 in the figure.We used the ultrasonic sensor described in section 3.2.The sensor was attached to the concrete side using a glycerin based coupling paste(brand name:Sonicoat E)manufactured by Sangasu Nichigo Co.,Japan.The sensor output was amplified and fed to a computer through an A/D converter having a sampling frequency of 10 MHz.The output was then filtered as explained before. Table 1 along with the distances corresponding to the propagation times. The averaged velocity of the ultrasonic wave inside the concrete and mortar wall was determined using a two probe method and was evaluated to be 3350 m/s. We notice that the calculated distances are very close to the true ones of 152mm and 186mm respectively. The results indicate that, with the method, even a reflection plane of weak reflection such as the concrete-mortar interface can be accurately detected.
Using the primary estimates as initial guesses for the parameters T1 and T2, we next performed the pattern matching between the exact multi-reflected wave model and the actual sensor output. The obtained optimal prop- agation times T1* and T2* are shown in Table 2 . Note that there are no significant differences between the results of the two tables. This is because, the attenuation coefficients p1 and p2 were sufficiently small and so, the second reflected wave had hardly any considerable effect for this specimen. The calculated distances corresponding to the optimal propagation times are also shown in Table 2 and are shown graphically in Fig.10 in comparison to the actual distances of 152 mm and 186 mm.
From the propagation times of Table 1 and Eq.(6), we can obtain the coefficients ci and c2 (which are shown in Table 3 ), where ci corresponds to the amplitude of the first reflected wave from the concrete-mortar interface and c2 is the one corresponding to the bottom of the wall.
From these values, we can see that only at the point A5, the value of ci is considerably larger, and not only that, the value of c2 also is considerably smaller compared to the other peripheral points. This observation can easily conclude that only at the point A5, almost all of the elastic wave energy is reflected from the concrete-mortar interface. This signifies the presence of a crack at that point. Actually, we confirmed the presence of the crack at the point by coring the wall, although we did not take any photographs.
By the way, we note that the calculated distances for the concrete-mortar interface are always found to be less than the true values. This is because we have used the same velocity 3350 m/s for both the concrete and the 
